A to Z

Guide to Sustainability Speak

Sustainability
A word on everyone’s lips these days, but, as with anything relatively
new, a whole load of abbreviations and buzzwords are regularly used,
which not everyone understands but are afraid to ask. If you are in the
world of sustainability it is easy to forget that not everyone actually
knows what ‘trigen’ is for example – even though the term is
mentioned in conferences and across meeting tables.
This simple guide was borne out of many conversations with fellow
industry professionals, grappling with the terminology and trying to
make sense of it all. I hope you find it useful, and if you need more indepth help – then please get in touch.

A
Absorption Chiller
These chillers use a heat source to
provide the energy needed to
drive the cooling system instead of
an electrically driven compressor.
The chemical process uses
evaporation, absorption and
regeneration of the liquid
refrigerant which absorbs heat
from its surroundings, creating the
refrigerant effect. Absorption
chillers offer lower coefficient of
performance over traditional
chillers, but are advantageous
where there is waste heat
available from industrial
processes, district heating
schemes or even solar thermal
systems.

Agenda 21
A programme for the 21st century
for working towards sustainable
development - signed by the UK
and over 150 other nations at the

Rio ‘Earth Summit’ in 1992. This
forms the backbone of
Governmental direction to local
authorities. Local Authorities are
expected to prepare strategies in
response to Agenda 21, in close
consultation with residents and
business groups, to promote
sustainable development. More
recently replaced with the
Sustainable Communities Agenda.

Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP)
A heating and cooling system that
uses outside air as its heat source
and heat sink. Outside air at any
temperature above absolute zero,
contains some heat, the ASHP
uses a refrigeration cycle to
upgrade this heat such that it is
able to be used for heating within
a space. Higher efficiencies are
achieved with lower delivery
temperature and therefore
underfloor heating systems are
often used as the heating method.
They are sometimes referred to as
a renewable energy technology
since the source of heat (air) is
freely available, however, they are
more suitably described as a low
carbon technology since electrical

power is still required to drive the
system.

Allowable Solutions
The means by which new homes
will be able to comply with the
zero carbon requirement of the
2016 Building Regulations where
they are not expected to be
achieved on site. The developer
will make a payment to an
Allowable Solutions provider who
will take the responsibility and
liability to deliver the required
emissions reductions through
small, medium or large scale
carbon-saving projects. Exactly
what these Allowable Solutions
will be and how they might work is
still to be determined.

aM&T – Automatic Metering &
Targeting
An energy management tool
designed to detect and diagnose
unexpected uses of energy, with
the aim of preventing wasteful
energy use. The system
determines current consumption
of energy, compares it with
predicted, historical or benchmark

data, identifies trends in
consumption and produces
exception reports when targets are
exceeded. The use of such systems
can highlight performance
problems, assess energy saving
measures, forecast energy
demand with the aim of reducing
a building or developments
energy use.

B
Biodiversity
The range of different species and
habitats that produce a rich,
diverse and healthy natural
environment.

Biomass
Usually biomass would be in the
form of wood fuel, either wood
chips (ground up logs or waste
timber) for burning in a special
boiler or wood pellets, which are
produced from compressed waste

sawdust from sawmills. Seen as
carbon neutral, due to the carbon
absorbed during growth, even
though some energy is used in
fuel production/transportation.
Biomass can also include
biodiesel and some waste
products such as food waste.

BMS / BEMS
Building (Energy) Management
System
Computer controlled monitoring
and regulation of building
systems, can be used for building
services, lighting, security or other
integrated systems. ‘Out of range
monitoring and alarms’ are an
extra requirement, now used to
monitor energy consumption and
save extra carbon emissions.

Boreholes (a renewable
technology)
Holes drilled into the ground;
usually around 120m down, to
pump out natural aquifer water
for cooling and/or heat exchange.
Saves energy and thus carbon
emissions. Usually requires a pair
of holes: one to take the water out

(abstraction borehole) and one to
put it back in the ground
(recharge borehole).

BREEAM
Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method
– a nationally recognised
environmental impact assessment
methodology and certification
process, developed for buildings
and run by the BRE.

Brise Soleil
Usually horizontal external
louvres, which protect glass from
direct sun in summer, saving
cooling loads and thus carbon.

Brownfield Site
A previously built-on site – often in
a town or city centre – sometimes
requiring clean up processes
before a building can be built. See
also land remediation.

C
Carbon
The common term for carbon
dioxide emissions, resulting
usually from the use of fossil fuels
to generate electricity and the
direct burning of gas in boilers for
heating.

Carbon Credits
A carbon credit is a generic term
for any tradable certificate or
permit representing the right to
emit one tonne of carbon dioxide
or the equivalent amount of a
different greenhouse gas (tCO2e).

Carbon Footprint
The environmental impact of a
building, site, development or
region i.e. the carbon emissions
emitted per annum – usually
measured in tonnes of CO2 per
annum. Many websites now exist
to allow members of the public to

estimate their own personal
carbon footprint.

Carbon Neutral
A carbon neutral building
balances the annual carbon
emissions by processes or systems
which remove the equivalent
carbon from the atmosphere.
After taking steps to reduce
emissions where possible, the
remaining emissions are balanced
by renewables or by purchasing
carbon offsets.

Carbon Offsetting
The purchasing of processes or
products which remove the
equivalent carbon from the
atmosphere that has been
produced by the building’s
operations e.g. buying low energy
light bulbs which are then
given to the community; saving
energy otherwise used, or
investment in woodland
development which
absorbs the carbon. Many
websites offer this service. It could
also be used to offset a business
flight – well, in part anyway!

CHP
Combined Heat and Power
Uses a gas powered engine
(based originally on petrol truck
engines) to drive an electrical
generator, but instead of the heat
being rejected by a radiator (as in
a truck engine) the heat is piped
away to produce space heating or
hot water. This is favoured
strongly by the GLA and many
local authorities, but only really
works when the building or
development has significant yearround heating demands. So it is
usually applied to leisure centres,
hotels, hospitals, swimming pools
etc. Not usually worth considering
on offices.

COP - Coefficient of
Performance
This is the ratio of useful heating
or cooling to work (or energy)
required in a heat pump or air
conditioning system. It is the
equivalency of efficiency, and
usually exceeds 1.

CRC
The UKs CRC Energy Efficiency
Scheme (formerly referred to as
the Carbon Reduction
Commitment) is a mandatory
scheme aimed at improving
energy efficiency and cutting
emissions in large public and
private sector organisations.
Qualifying organisations have to
comply legally with the scheme or
face financial and other penalties.
Participants measure and report
their carbon emissions annually;
they then buy allowances from the
government to cover their
emissions, it is therefore in their
interest to limit their carbon
emissions. A publicly available
CRC performance league table
will show how each participant is
performing compared to others in
the scheme, the ranking taking
into account the change in
emissions over the preceding
period. The league table is
intended to offer incentive by
improving the reputation of those
organisations which are
performing well.

CSRP
Corporate Social Responsibility
Policy
A board level policy which defines
that the company will consider
environmental and sustainability
issues in its business practices,
often accompanied and
monitored using an Environmental
Management System certified to
ISO14001. In terms of leasing, it
could result in a tenant or owner
requiring certain criteria to be met
before occupying or buying a
property.

CSH
The Code for Sustainable Homes
was a national standard and
environmental assessment method
for sustainable design and
construction in new homes.
Assessed homes are rated from
Level 1 to Level 6 based on their
performance against 9
sustainability criteria. Level 1 is
entry level with performance
above building regulations, and
level 6 is the highest, reflecting
exemplary developments in terms
of sustainability. Until March
2015, the code could be

mandatory in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland if it was a
requirement of a local authority’s
planning plan, or where
affordable housing was funded by
the Homes and Community
Agency. The Code is still
operational, but is now generally
voluntary.

CCHP
Combined Cooling Heat &
Power - also known as trigen
Based on a CHP the heat from the
engine can also be used to feed
an absorption chiller (e.g. lithium
bromide) which converts this heat
into cooling. Favoured by the GLA
and some local authorities, we
have found it to only be carbon
efficient on data centres or switch
sites i.e. where there is a
significant simultaneous cooling
and electrical load.

Coolth

Cradle to Cradle Certification

The Opposite of Heat Energy
Often used to describe a store of
cooling energy e.g. as in thermal
mass such as concrete, which is
cooled over night. See nightime
cooling.

Most materials follow a ‘cradle to
grave’ route i.e. they are
produced and eventually end up
in a landfill site. Cradle to cradle
promotes materials which are
continuously recycled and never
end up in a landfill. Refer to the
book ‘Cradle to Cradle’ by
McDonough and Braungart. The
certification process provides a
means to measure achievement in
environmentally-led design and
helps customers purchase and
specify products that have the
highest environmental credentials.

CO2 Detectors
These sensors, usually used with a
BMS, will measure CO2 levels in a
building and will adjust fresh air
rates accordingly. This way only
the required fresh air rate is used,
thereby saving significant energy
to heat up or cool down incoming
fresh air.

Community Heating
Like district heating systems a
system of pipework providing
heating to individual properties,
however the terms usually refers
to systems which serve a single
building or building plot whereas
district heating refers to numerous
buildings or sites.

D

from positive benefits to
occupants, good levels of internal
daylight allows artificial lights to
be turned off, and thus saves
electricity and cooling load.
Daylight can also be introduced
by lightpipes. Daylight usually
needs to be calculated using
computer modelling to check
façade efficiency.

may cost more than conventional
tariffs, and availability is often
restricted, so it may not be
possible to supply the whole
building load with deep green
power. Those clients who want to
be able to claim their operations
are ‘carbon neutral’, may expect
all of their electricity to come from
a Deep Green Tariff.

Daylight Factor

District Heating/Cooling

A measure of the proportion of
natural light as measured at a
point inside a space as a
proportion of
external daylight under a standard
grey sky (not sunlit) i.e. if the
outside illuminance is 10,000 lux
and an internal desk is illuminated
by daylight alone to 500 lux then
that is a daylight factor of 5%.

A system of pipework providing
heating or cooling around a site
or district to numerous buildings
fed from a central source – e.g.
boiler/chiller/CHP. Tends to be
used to make better use of a CHP,
CCHP or biomass boilers to meet
local authority targets.

Double Skin Façades

Daylighting

Deep Green Power Tariffs
eg ‘Greensource’

Natural Light usually coming
through windows or rooflights.
Required by the British Council for
Offices spec to average 2-5%
daylight factor (proportion of
external daylight levels). Apart

Electricity which has been fed into
the grid, usually remote from the
site, which is generated solely
from renewables (zero carbon)
such as wind turbines, tidal, wave
or hydroelectric power. This tariff

Usually consisting of a double
glazed unit which also has an
external single pane of glass on
the outside. The resulting
additional cavity is usually
ventilated to outside to reject
excess heat gains. Horizontal
blinds are often incorporated in
the cavity for glare/solar shading.

The net result s better insulation
in winter from heat losses, good
solar control, whilst maintaining
good daylighting and views in and
out.

E
Ecological Improvement
The process of improving the
ecology of a site to increase the
diversity and richness of natural
native) flora and fauna.

Eco-Tourism
A form of tourism involving
visiting fragile, pristine, and
usually protected areas, intended
as a low impact and often small
scale alternative to standard
commercial tourism. Conservation
is a key element.

Embodied Energy – or
Embodied Carbon
The emissions resulting from the
energy used in extraction of raw
materials, their processing into
useful products, their transport to
site, use in construction and
eventual disposal. Concrete has a
high embodied energy, whilst
wood has a low embodied
energy.

EMS – environmental
management system
Usually certified to ISO14001 –
this is a QA system used to
monitor and reduce the
environmental implications of a
business’ actions and operations.

Energy Performance
Certificates (EPCs)
An Energy Performance Certificate
is required for all properties when
constructed, sold or let. The
Energy Performance Certificate
provides details on the energy
performance of the property and
what you can do to improve it. It is
the responsibility of the property

seller or landlord to arrange an
EPC to show to prospective buyers
or tenants.

Energy Statement
A document produced for
planning which outlines the
features of a design which reduces
base carbon, and how low or zero
carbon systems are incorporated
to meet local authority targets.
Usually based on calculations
performed by the services or
sustainability engineers and is
usually submitted as a stand alone
document with the planning
submission.

ESCOs – Energy Service
Companies
Usually applied to a large mixeduse site, especially those including
residential and often using district
heating systems and private wire
networks. An external contractor
takes over responsibility for
supplying electricity and heating to
individual tenants/owners.
Monitoring and billing becomes
very important. Generally ESCOs
are attracted to more profitable
sites where heat demands exist

such as residential developments,
but carbon is the reason many
local authorities or the GLA like to
see this set up.

Estidama
The Arabic word for Sustainability,
a building design methodology for
constructing and operating
buildings and communities more
sustainably with Abu Dhabi.
Within the program is a green
rating system called the Pearl
Rating System which provides
certification ranging from one to
five pearls. Currently within the
emirate of Abu Dhabi a minimum
certification of one pearl is
required, with two pearls required
for government buildings.

F
F-Gas Regs
New European regulations which
restrict the use and release of
refrigerant gases from
refrigeration systems.

Façade Optimization
Designing the façade to achieve
the best compromises between
solar shading, glass technologies,
insulation, air leakage, glare
control (blinds), daylighting, view
in and out. Usually carried out by
the sustainability engineer who
will conduct various
computational models to test
variables and gauge the impact
on total building carbon
emissions. This should be
conducted prior to planning to
avoid revisions to the façade after
its visual appearance has been
approved.

Free-Cooling
The ability to provide cooling to
the internal occupied areas of a
building without the need to rely
on energy consuming mechanical
plant. E.g. the use of cool nighttime air to cool a building over
night.

Fuel Cells
Used in place of a conventional
CHP – converts incoming mains
gas into hydrogen and then uses
this to generate electricity and
heat. Still very much in
development phase and not yet
cost effective – generally around
5-10 times the cost of an
equivalent CHP but saves about
15% more carbon than a CHP.
See BCO Guide to Fuel Cells

G
Graphene
Dubbed a “supermaterial” it is
made from honeycomb sheets of
carbon just one atom thick. It has
a unique set of properties which
set it apart from other materials;
in proportion to its thickness it is
about 100 times stronger than the
strongest steel, it is flexible,
transparent, highly conductive and
seeming impermeable to most
gases and liquids. The first
isolated sample of graphene was
discovered in 2004, however,
production of defect-free material
in bulk is not currently entirely cost
effective, which has restricted its
progress.

Greenhouse Gases
Principally CO2 emissions but
also including methane and other
sources of global warming
emissions.

Green Leases
A term being pushed by the British
Property Federation to encourage
tenants to improve their energy
consumption – probably
measured via EPCs. The theory
being that if a Landlord can show
better than normal energy
consumption then this increases
the value of his property, so he
offers a rent rebate in exchange
for better energy performance.

Greenwashing
To falsely promote the perception
that a building or organisation is
environmentally friendly.

Greywater Recycling
Not to be confused with rainwater
recycling – this involves the
recovery of waste from wash hand
basins, baths/showers, washing
machines, dishwashers for reuse
on site, reducing demands on
water mains.

Ground Source
See boreholes
Can also include ‘closed loops’
(water carrying pipes) buried in
the ground which exchange heat
directly with the soil. Energy
savings compared to conventional
plant count as an on-site
renewable.

GWP
Global warming potential
A measure of how much a given
mass of greenhouse gas is
estimated to contribute to global
warming. It is a relative scale
which compares the gas in
question to that of the same mass
of carbon dioxide (whose GWP is
by definition 1). The GWP of a
typical modern refrigerant is at
least 1000 ie 1 kg of refrigerant
leakage is equivalent to 1 tonne
of carbon dioxide.

H
Heat Pumps
A heat pump is a device that
provides heat energy from a
source of heat to a destination
called a “heat sink”. Heat pumps
are designed to move thermal
energy opposite to the direction of
spontaneous heat flow by
absorbing heat from a cold space
and releasing it to a warmer one.
The most common design of a
heat pump involves four main
components – a condenser, an
expansion valve, an evaporator
and a compressor. The heat
transfer medium circulated
through these components is
called refrigerant.

Heat Recovery or Heat
Exchange
Systems which extract waste
energy from water or air streams
which would otherwise be vented
to atmosphere. Thermal wheels

offer very good efficiency –
removing up to 80% of waste heat
from an exhaust air stream for
preheating incoming fresh air.

Holistic Design
Designing the whole building in
the context of reduced
environmental impact – requires
early stage design by experienced
sustainability engineers working
with the architect, façade
designers, structural engineers
and other design team members.

Hydrocarbon Refrigerants
Most refrigeration systems contain
HFCs, which do not contribute to
the destruction of the ozone layer
(they have zero ODP), but are
powerful greenhouse gases (high
GWP) if leaked to atmosphere.
Hydrocarbons have a much lower
GWP if they leak, and so are seen
as a green alternative to
conventional refrigerants.

Hydrogen Fuel Cell
A fuel cell is a device that converts
the chemical energy from a fuel
(Hyrogen) into electricity through
a chemical reaction with oxygen
or another oxidizing agent. Fuel
cells are used for primary and
backup power for commercial,
industrial and residential buildings
and in remote or inaccessible
areas. They are also used to
power fuel cell vehicles. Cost of
the technology is currently
prohibive along with the lack of
hydrogen infrastructure.

Hydrogen Production
Hydrogen (H) is considered a
critical part of the future energy
mix, as it is a versatile zerocarbon fuel able to be used for
long-term energy storage, heating
buildings, long-distance transport
and high-temperature heat in
heavy industry. Although
abundant on earth as an element,
it is almost always found as part
of another compound, such as
water (H2O), and must be
separated from the compounds
that contain it before it can be
used.

About 95% of the hydrogen
currently used today is derived
from natural gas or coal. Steam
reforming of natural gas is
currently the cheapest form of
hydrogen, however, the major
byproducts of the process are CO,
CO2 and other greenhouse gases
resulting in the emissions of 9 to
12 tonnes of CO2 for every tonne
of H2.
Methods to produce hydrogen
without the use of fossil fuels,
therefore avoiding the unwanted
byproducts, involve the process of
water splitting, splitting the water
molecule H2O into its components
oxygen and hydrogen, most
commonly by electrolysis. The
electrolysis process requires
electrical power, whose
generation has the potential to
have associated emissions of
CO2, that is unless that power is
provided by renewable energy, in
which case, the hydrogen created
is termed green-hydrogen.

I

K

Ice Storage

Kilowatt Hour

Using refrigeration plant to
generate ice in a large tank –
usually at night – for use the
following day as a source of peak
cooling – this can save capital
costs and carbon emissions by
reducing the size of peak chiller
capacity or reducing the size of
roof mounted heat rejection plant.

The kWh is a unit of energy and is
the most common billing unit for
delivered energy. It is a unit of
energy equivalent to one kilowatt
(1 kW) of power expended for one
hour of time.

IPCC
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change
The international organisation
which is warning of the global
impacts of climate change.

Kyoto Protocol
Following the original Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992
the UN’s Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
was introduced and has now been
ratified by over 140 countries. In
1997, at the fourth Conference of
the Parties to the Convention, the
Kyoto Protocol was signed. This
set out the targets for the
industrialized countries to reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions.
The UK Government signed up to
this legally binding protocol, and
demands for carbon reductions
are, in part, driven by these

commitments. Although the USA
did not commit federally to the
protocol, some states have made
their own commitments.

L
Land Remediation
The process of removing, sealing
or neutralising contaminated land
to contain or remove toxins
usually produced by industrial
processes. The use of remediated
land rather green field sites is a
fundamental principle of
sustainable development.
LEED
Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design
USA equivalent of BREEAM – uses
different criteria and is more
recognized by American investors.

Low Iron Content Glass
A glass which does not have any
normal green colouring which is
caused by iron in the glass –
makes the glass look very clear
allowing in more daylight but
allows in more solar heat gain as
well. Tends to be used with double
skin façades.

LZCT: Low and Zero Carbon
Technology
This term groups together low
carbon technologies ie heat
pumps, together with zero carbon
technologies such as renewables.

M
Merton Rule
Forms the basis of the London
Plan and the approach of many
other boroughs to carbon
reductions from buildings: ‘Be
Lean’ – reduce base emissions;
‘Be Clean’ – reduce emissions by

low carbon generation of energy;
‘Be Green’ – use renewables to
reduce the remaining demand –
target was 10% - now becoming
20% carbon reductions.

N

Mixed Mode

Nightime Cooling

The use of natural ventilation
when external conditions suit i.e.
not too hot and not too cold, but
supported by air conditioning or
mechanical ventilation when
natural vent is not suitable. Tends
to be used to save carbon
emissions and because occupants
often want access to natural vent.

Usually combined with thermal
mass to store ‘coolth’ in concrete
during cooler external conditions
at night. This store of coolth is
used as a means of cooling a
space during the heat of the day,
without resorting to air
conditioning. Thereby providing
comfort cooling without carbon
emissions.

MUSCO
Multi Service Utility Company
Basically the same principal as
ESCOs but includes sewerage,
water, cable TV, telephones etc.

Notional Building
A hypothetical building used
within energy models to determine
compliance with Building
Regulations and other energy
targets. It is the same size and
shape as the actual building being
considered, but with predefined
specified properties for the
building fabric, fittings and
services.

NOx
A generic term meaning the total
concentration of mono-nitrogen
oxides NO and NO2 which are
produced during combustion,
particularly of fuels such as coals,
oils and gas. They are of concern
to environmentalists because they
eventually form nitric acid when
dissolved in atmospheric moisture
forming acid rain and are a major
component of smog.

O
On Site/Off Site
Referring to renewables which
local authorities require to be
provided to generate
power/energy on site: within the
site boundary - rather than off
site: remote from the site.

One Planet Living
The target of reducing the
environmental impact of people to
be equal to the level of
regeneration which the Earth can
sustain indefinitely. Currently the
UK average is 3 Earths; in other
words if the world’s population
lived as we do then we would
require 3 times the Earth’s natural
resources to sustain our way of life
indefinitely. The USA is 5 Earths
and by contrast the Sudan would
require only 0.25 Earths.

P
Part L
Building Regulations Part L
Provides controls to conserve fuel
and power – a part of building
regulations which becomes
tougher on a roughly 5 yearly
cycle – 2006 version is current
and requires significant reductions
in building carbon emissions
compared to the previous 2002

version. These regs. also place
controls and thus costs on
changes to existing buildings and
how they are refitted.

Passivhaus
An international energy
performance standard that sets
out to dramatically reduce the
requirement for space heating
and cooling, through high levels
of thermal insulation and
exceptional levels of air tightness.

PEA (Predicted Energy
Assessment)
A Predicted Energy Assessment is
a certificate that can be produced
prior to the availability of the EPC.
Whereas an EPC has to be based
upon the actual building as
constructed, the PEA can use
design stage information. It could
therefore be considered a draft of
the potential EPC.

PIR Sensors
Passive Infra Red Sensors
Movement detectors which are
used to turn lights/fans on/off
based on movement of occupants.
Useful to detect occupation i.e. to
save unnecessary energy
consumption of empty spaces.
These technologies have the
potential to make massive savings
on existing buildings if lights were
turned off automatically at night.

Private Wire Network
A large site, usually mixed use,
can have its own electricity
distribution system which feeds
power to buildings independent of
the national grid, albeit the system
usually interfaces with the national
grid at least at one main
connection point. The system has
its own metering, power supply
(e.g. CHP) and tariffs. The
advantage is saved costs overall
and potentially improved carbon
emissions, but tends to be used on
large sites only.

PV Cells or Photovoltaic Cells
or Solar Cells
Panels using the sun’s power to
generate electricity (DC). They
usually have to face South and
ideally should be tilted at 35° from
horizontal. They are often
connected to batteries to store
power for use when the sun isn’t
shining. The power has to be
converted to AC for use in the
building. They get hot on the back
(50°C) so may not be very good
as brise soleil or other shading
devices.

R
Rainwater Recycling
The collection of rainwater,
usually from a roof, and the store
of this water is often used in
flushing WCs, for washing
purposes or to irrigate planting on
site. This is sustainable due to the
use of non treated mains water,
which requires electrical

power for treatment and
pumping, and the reduction of
run-off water which would
otherwise add to local flooding.

Regulated Energy
Energy consumption resulting
from the specification of a
controlled fixed building service.
In the UK this refers to energy use
due to heating, cooling, fans and
pumps, lighting and the provision
of hot water.

Renewables
Electrical power or heat
generators which come from
natural sources such as the sun,
the heat of the earth, wind, tidal
or biomass.

S
Seasonal Commissioning
The testing of a building and its
engineering services under full
load conditions during peak
heating and peak cooling
seasons, as well as part load
conditions in the spring and
autumn, and under various
occupancy conditions.

Site-wide Energy Strategy
Usually expected on mixed use
schemes by the LA or the GLA.
Involves linking together various
buildings on a site to make best
use of differing energy load
patterns across the day. Often
used with district heating.

Solar Water Heating
Or Solar Collectors
Panels or tubes which collect the
sun’s heat for direct heating of
water – usually domestic hot

water. Generally more efficient the
further South the site is in the UK.

Sustainable Tourism
Tourism which attempts to make a
low impact on the environment
and local culture, while helping to
generate future employment for
local people. Key elements include
bringing about a positive
experience for local people,
tourism companies and the
tourists themselves. Not to be
confused with Eco-Tourism.

Stern Report
Sir Nicholas Stern, Head of the
Government Economic Service
and Advisor to the Government
on the economics of climate
change and development,
presented his report to the Prime
Minister and the Chancellor of the
Exchequer on the Economics of
Climate Change. The full version
of the ‘executive summary’ is 27
pages long! The main thrust is
early action will save the
economies of the world much
more money than business

as usual and inaction until the
impacts are fully felt - i.e. pay 5%
of GDP now or 20% of GDP later.

Spectrally Selective Glass
A high performance glass coating
which allows good daylighting
levels but excludes solar heat
gains. In other words: it performs
like tinted glass thermally, but
looks almost as clear as ordinary
glass visually.

SUDS – Sustainable Urban
Drainage
A system which allows rainwater
to permeate into the ground,
rather than running off to
stormwater drains. This effectively
attenuates the rate of water
reaching natural water courses
and preserves ground water
levels.

T
Termodeck
A copyrighted system which uses
hollow core concrete slabs as a
thermal store by passing
ventilation air around the cores of
the slab. Has proven to be very
carbon efficient but not applicable
to all projects.

Thermal Piles
Using the structural piling of a
building as a heat sink – using
water filled closed pipework loops
cast into the concrete, as a form
of heat exchange.

Thermal Imaging
The use of infrared technology to
detect variations in temperature.
Initially deployed in surveillance,
the technology has proven useful
in the construction industry in
identifying heat loss is buildings

due to air leakage paths or
defects in insulation.

Thin Client
An IT term used to describe the
remote use of processing power
rather than the usual PC where
the processor is in the unit sitting
on the desk. This may help to
remove power and thus heat
gains from the office space and
place them remotely in data
centres outside of cities. This
approach may save carbon as it is
easier to deal with heat gains if
the data centre is outside the city
or in a cold location e.g. Oslo.

Travel Plan
A strategy for managing all travel
and transport within an
organisation, designed to
encourage safe, healthy and
sustainable travel options. Often
required as part of planning
applications and can achieve
credits under BREEAM and CSH.

Trigen
An abbreviation of the word
Trigeneration; the production of
electrical power, heat and cooling
from a system. See CCHP.

U
Un-Regulated Energy
Building energy consumption
resulting from a system or process
that is not ‘controlled’ i.e. that
which building regulations do not
impose a requirement. This could
include energy consumption from
systems integral to the building
and its operation such as lifts and
escalators or from operational
related equipment such as servers,
printers, PCs, cooking and other
appliances.

V
Variable Speed Drives (VSD)
Or Inverter Drives
Electronic devices which control
the speed of pumps or fans
according to variations in load –
thereby saving significant power
when a system does not need to
operate at full capacity.

W
WEEE Directive
Waste Electrical & Electronic
Equipment
EU legislation that sets criteria for
the collection, treatment, recycling
and recovery of electrical
equipment. This makes producers
(manufacturers, sellers and
resellers of own-brand equipment,
and importers and exporters)
responsible for financing most of
the recycling activities.

Wholesale Energy Costs
This is the price that the energy
providers pays to obtain electricity
and gas for their customers. Most
of the energy is purchased and
secured in advance to avoid any
price fluctuations in the wholesale
price effecting customers costs.

Wind Turbines
Generate electricity (AC) for use
on site or for export to the grid.
Not generally suitable for cities
where average wind speeds are
too low at about 5m/s – they are
much better suited to windy sites
without turbulence. Not generally
very useful on tall buildings due to
a lack of roof space.

Waste & Resources Action
Programme (WRAP)
A not-for-profit company working
to promote sustainable waste
management by creating stable
and efficient markets for recycled
materials and products.

Z
Zero ODP
Zero Ozone Depletion Potential
Since laws were introduced,
modern refrigerants (HFCs) and
foam blowing agents cannot now
reduce the ozone layer when they
leak into the atmosphere.

Zero Carbon Design
The net carbon emissions from a
building being zero when
considering the on-site use of
renewables and their export to the
grid or other buildings to balance
out the import of fossil fuel based
power at other times. Some
definitions also include the
embodied carbon of the materials
used in construction. In terms of
CSH: level 6 is seen as zero
carbon, and in terms of EPCs:
would achieve grade A.
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